Accessibility Report

Report for: https://www.messiah.edu
Crawl done at: Tue, 24 May 2022 11:32

Accessibility Report

Overall Accessibility compliance status 78.81%

Crawl information

Pages scanned 10,000
Pages with issues 9,919
Unique snippets with issues 505,524
Total locations affected 9,589,193

Level A Compliance 86.38%

Errors
22 checks failed
3,914 unique snippets with issues
9,026 total areas being affected

Warnings
5 checks failed
4,813 unique snippets with issues
6,573 total areas being affected

Needs review
49 checks failed
183,561 unique snippets with issues
4,017,309 total areas being affected
Level AA Compliance 48.02%

Errors
9 checks failed
8,657 unique snippets with issues
341,371 total areas being affected

Warnings
1 checks failed
105 unique snippets with issues
111 total areas being affected

Needs review
19 checks failed
304,474 unique snippets with issues
5,214,803 total areas being affected
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